Dragonsgold
DragonsGold is a videoslot game with regular gameplay and a moving wild symbol. The
slot contains 5 reels (3 rows and 20 pay lines). All the lines are active during each spin and
there is no available option to lower the number of pay lines. The coin value (bet) is per
pay line, so multiply the bet per pay line (20) to calculate the total bet.
Prizes are won when at least 3 similar symbols show up in succession on a pay line (left
most to right). Each symbol has its own value. To check the symbol’s value just look at
your “payout overview” which you can find through the ‘i’(information) button. Only the
highest win per pay line will be paid.
Gameplay
First determine the bet, which can be increased or decreased by using the + and -symbols
in the bottom right hand corner. The Coin Value is the bet per pay line or bet. The total bet
is shown above the bet. The bottom left hand corner shows the balance and the amount
won in the previous spin. There
isn’t a Max-bet or Autoplay
option in Dragonsgold. Start the
spin by pressing the spin
button.
Wild symbol
The Wild symbol at
Dragonsgold is a Moving Wild
symbol. When the Wild symbol
appears as an upper or a
middle symbol the Wild will
move down and will activate a
free spin. The Wild activates
free spins till it has reached the
bottom symbol of the reel.

Spin button
Dragonsgold

When the next spin is free ‘ 1
Free’ shows up on the right hand side of the spin button
(see image). The Wild symbol substitutes for all other
symbols except for Scatter symbols.

Free spins
When three or more scatter symbols appear anywhere on
the reels free spins will be activated, 3 scatters will activate 5 free spins, 4 scatters 10 free
spins and 5 scatters 15 free spins.

